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iet C = (L; G) be a finite non-trivial lattice; we denote by L* = (L; F) any algebra whose 
term functions of positive rank are exactly the operations on L isotone with respect to 6. 
Every such algebra L* is called lattice-primal. For any finite algebra, A, Spec(A) is the set of 
cardinalities of the’finite memben-of the eqtiational class generated.by A. Wti conj~ecture that 
for f, directly irreducible there is a positive integer m {depending on L) zuch that if i ‘E Spec(L*l, 
then with finitely many exceptions jESpec(L*) for every positive integer’ j congruent to i 
module wt. In this pa& the conjectur& is proved for L = w, .&e (n +&element lattice with n 
atoms: in particular, for L= M,, m = (n 2- 2n) and the congruence classes whi& occur are 
exactly the quadratic residues modulo n -2. 
1. Induction 
Let D - ((0, 1); v p A, 0,l). A well-known and classical result of G. Birkhoff [l] 
states that B is lattice-primal. Spec(I)) is complete (that is, it consists of all 
positive integers) since the equational class generated by D is the class of all 
distributive lattices with 0 and 1, and so contains an n-element ch:haan for each 
n 3 1. 
Another classical ,result of Birkhoff [ljis that finite distributive lattices are all of 
the form DP (here P k a finite poset and D’” is the set of all isotone maps from P 
into 0, with v and A r‘ :fhied c9mponentise). A similar result was pIloved by B. 
Davey, D. D&us, R. Quackenbush and I. Rival [Z] for an arbitrary la.l:tice-primal 
algebra L*: The finite algebras in the equational class geners;ted by II.* are all of 
the form Lp (here Lp is the set of all isotone maps from the finite pose’: P imo the 
lattice I.,; the operations are extended componentwise from those of E:“‘). If L $:rS, 
then IL\ >2, and so no integer strictly between 1 and IL1 is in Spec(L”). Thus 
Sp~c(t*) cannot be complete. However, it may be that there are cnly finitely 
many positive integers not in Spec(L*); i.e., Spec(L”) may be cofiiitci:. 
There is one obvious case where this cannot be true. suppose k 2= L, X L2 where 
both .L1 and & are non-trivial. Then Lp =LT x k$ and thus Spec(JL*) contains no 
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primes. In particular, if kl =&, then Spec(L*) consists only of squares. Thus one 
might be tempted to make the folrowing conjecture. 
(1) Spec(L”) is co&rite if and orJy if is directly irreducible. 
As we shall see in Section 3, this conjecture i.s false. However, our investiga- 
tions have persuaded us that the following conjecture is very plausible: 
(2) For directly irreducible I, there is a positive integer m (depending on L) 
such that every congruence class of positive integers moduto m. is either disjoint 
from Spec(L*) or has all but finitely many of its members in Spec(l*). 
Note that is the 3-element chain and that M,= D*. Since Spec(D*) is 
complete. Spec(‘Mf) = {n’ ( II. 2 I). In this section we wily prove that Spec(MT) is 
rofinite. For this we will need some notation. \Ne denote 1 ‘\ by 2(P) and IMy\ 
by 3(P). The disjoint union of the posets P and Q is denoted P U Q, and PCI9 Q 
denotes the iinear sum with midpoint. P@Q is the poset consisting of the disjoint 
union of the posets P, Q and {m} such that e5ler-y element in P is below m and m 
is below every element in Q. We call tn the midpoint of PCBQ. The presence of a 
midpoint makes our recursive formulas a bit simpler. 
Lemma 1. 
(il 2(P u Q) = 2(P)2(Q). 
(ii) 3(P u Q) = 3(P)3(Q). 
(iii) 2(P@ Q) = 2(P) +2(Q). 
(iv) 3(P@Q) =3(P)i-3(Q)+2(P)Z(Q). 
Proof. We will prove only (iv). Let 1 =: (0, a, 1); tk nts the inidpoint can be 
mapped to either 0, a or 1. Respectively., the numbers of isotone maps from 
PB Q to X1 where the midpoint is mapped to 0, or and 1 are 3(Q), 2(P)2(Q) and 
3(P). 
Now we are ready to define the posets we will be using. Let Ck be the 
k-element chain. Let D, be the 2-element antich.ain; iinductively, let L& be the 
lirear s’xn (without midpoint) of D,,__, and II,. Let Ek = C,; UC,. 
a 2. 
(i,! 2(C, ) = k + 1: 2(r), ) = 3k + 1 ; 2& ) = :x + 2. 
(ii) 3(C,)=+k2+5k+1. 
(ii;) 3rD,<)=$k”+$k+L 
:iL,i 3iE~)=;k’+-;k i-3. 
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We leave (i) to the reader; note that (p) is the number of elements in the 
utive lattice whose poset of join-\r;educible elements is P. For (ii), 3(Ci) = 
(C,_,) + k -‘r I since the least element of C, can be mapped 
either to 0 or above 0. Thus: 
(j+1)=$k2+$k+l. 
(Dk _ 1) + Qk - 1 since there is one 
1 so th:st the maximal 
image is a, and five ways of mapping D1 to so that the maximal image is 1. 
Thus: 
3(0,)=1+ i (9j-l)=:k*+;k+l. 
j=l 
Note that (iv) follows from (ii) and fern Lemma l(ii). 
Next we let & = Cs(k-i)@Df and Qk,j = C2(k-j)$ Ej for 0 s j G k. 
Lemma 3. 
(9 2(Pk,j) = 3k + 2; 2( Qkj) = 2k + 3. 
(ii) 3(Pk,j) =zk2+yk +3-j. 
(iii) 3(Qk,j)=2k2-t-7k -t-6-$j*-$j. 
oaf. All tI:ree clausec follow readily from Lemmas 1 and 2. 
Finally, we let &.i,i = pk.i @ Q.i* 
a 4. 
(i) 2(R,,j,i) = 5k + 5. 
(ii) 3(R,,i)=(25/2)k2+(55/2)k+1S--+i*-ii-j. 
. These follow from Lemmas l-3. 
5. In the range 0 S i, j S k the integer ua !ued polynomial p(i, j) == 
ii’-+-ii + j takes on all inte.qral dues between 0 and $kZ+ zk. 
, j) - p(i - 1, j t = i. Thus incrementing i by 1 increments p(J, j i by at 
ce p(i, O)~p(i- I, k) for O~i<k. 
) is cofinite. 
. From as 4 and 5 we co 
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[12k2+26k + 15, (25/2)k2 +(55/2)k + 151 is included in Spec( f! 7). For ka47 
<jGes easily checks that: 
12(k+1)*+26(k+1)-‘1%(2S/2)k~+(55/2)k+15. 
Thus, for k > 47 consecutive intervals overlap, proving that Spec( 
In this section we will determine Spec(&) for n > 3. For II. 2 3, M,,(P) denotes 
I NJ. 
Lemma 4. 
(il ,(P u Q) = M,,( ?vf”(Q). 
iii) M,(P63a =1~~(Pj+IM,(U)-tn2(P)2(Q). 
Proof. fi) is clear. For (ii) note that the midpoint of P@Q can be mapped to 0, to 
1 or to any of the II atoms. 
Lemma 8. 
(i) M,,K,)=;nk*+~(n+2)k+l. 
(ii) M,(Dk1=jlnk2+1(2n2-n+6)k+ t. 
fiiil (E,)=;dn+2)k* ‘-$I+~)~~+(II+:!). 
(i\ ) (P,,i)=qnk2+l(91,+6)k+!n+2)+(n~-2,z)j. 
I\) MJQ,.,, = 2nk’+(5n +2)k +(3n +3)+(n*-2n)($j*+&. 
(Vi) ~,,~~~.,.,~=~nk2+~(45n+lO)kc(10n-t5)+(n2-2~~)(~i2+~i+j). 
roof. These follow readily from Lemma 7 using arguments essentially the same 
as those for Lemmas 2, 3 and 4. Note that for n = 1 they agree with the 
corresponding results of Section 2; for n = 2, the polynomials are perfect squares. 
I,ct s .,,.I. = R,,; 3,’ .,,,@C,, ; note that i and j range from 0 to (n*-2n)k. 
,(S L,~,,J,)= 15il +6+~flh2+~(ll~+2)h 
+(n’-2n1[(25/2)n(n2- 2n)k’+$Pin A- 101k 
+~i~+ii+j+5n(h+l)k]. 
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The argument is similar to that used in Thexxem 6 and again makes use of 
For every h 2 0, all but finitely many positi 
jnh2+$(lln+2)h rozodu20 (n2-2n) are in spec 
o determine which congruence classes modulo (n2 - 21) do occur in 
h), first notice that the polynomial in Corollary 11 equals 
$<n -2)[(h +6)2-(h +6)]+(h +sj2. 
2. Let r=$(n-2)(a2-a)+a2mod(n2-2n) with 0sr<n2-2n. Then 
for all but finitely many integers k Z= 0, (n” - 2n)k + r E Spec( 
For n 2 5, not every congruence class modulo (n2-2n) is representetl by 
Theorem 12. Can we obtain the others using some other posets? We ‘vere 
surprised to find that the answer is no. 
Theorem 13. For euery finite poset P, 
(P~~2(P)+$z(2(P)2-2(P))=$(n-2)(2(P)2-2(P))+2(P)2 
module (n’- 2n). 
roof. Let ,j(P) be the number of isotone maps from P into 
image contains exactly j atoms of 
each of whose 
(P)= t j tp)* 
j=O 
Notice that 
,j(P) is divisible by n2- 2n. 
(P) = 
and that *j(P) is divisible by j!. Hence for j ~33, 
Thus mod(n2 - 2n), 
8y, we present wit 
sses module (n2 
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d 4, then the congruence classes mod~lo Cn2 - 2n) OCCW- 
) are (n - 2)k + r where 0 s k < in clnci r is a quadratic residcde 
‘?, then the congruence classes tnodulo (n ’ - 2n) occurring 
(n-2)k+tz” for a odd, O~a<$(r-2), Osk<n, 
2(n-2)k+a2 for a sOmod4, O<a<&n-2), O<k<$, 
(II-2!(2k+1)+a2 for a=2mod4, OGLE:&---22), O<k<$t. 
ents an 
(1) We &lie ve the problem of determining Spec(L*) to be both natural and 
interesting. But it is only a small corner of a much larger combinatorial algebra 
problen,. Namely, if Spec(A) is ‘small’ in some sense, what special algebraic 
groperties must the equational class generated by A possess? Two results in the 
!iterature show that this r,roblem has substance. In [4.], the second author proved 
has minimal spectrum (i.e., Spec(A) = (IAl”: n 20} iff A is simple, has only 
proper subalgebras, and generates a congruence pennutable equational 
class. Later, ;;I [33, the first author proved that Spec(A) has only a finite number 
of ‘prime divisors’ if? A gener’ates a congruence permutable equational class and 
every congruence on any subalgebra of A is uniform (i.e.. ah blccks of the 
CC‘+ gruence are of equal size) 
Now the greater the numbe:r of term functions of an alge:bra, t&e smaller is its 
spectrum. More formally, and ’ are algebras based on th’z fin 
each basic caperation of _ IS a term function of A’, therm Spew 
deed, if eve:-y operation on ,4 k a term function of A (i.e., iji A is primal), then 
has minimal spectrum. Suppose that A is preprivnal (that is, A is not primal, 
but adding any new operation not already a term function makes the augmented 
algebra primal). What then is Spec( )? In order to answer 1:his) we must know 
what the preprimal algebras a.re. Flortunately, these were determined by Rosen- 
berg [5] in a deep and dificulc paper. 0ne of his classes of preprimal algebras is 
the class of latrice-primal a.lg&ras. Thus we were led to the problem of this paper. 
(2) ‘The next natura! class of lattices to tackle would seem to be chains. But here 
we stF,it XUI~ ing into severe difficulties. For an n-elermnt chain, the polynomials 
we gch will not be quadratic but of degree ir - 1. Moreover, thle ‘separation of 
variab,les‘ phenomenon (e.g. E.S exhibited in Lemma 3) appe:ars to break down. 
(3) Let P be a finite bounded poset and let p be dn algebra biased on P whose 
term functions are exactly t eb 0functions isotone with respect tcci 1”. Then 
? As a starting point, take P to be t 
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